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Twisted sheaves and the period-index problem

Max Lieblich

Abstract

We use twisted sheaves and their moduli spaces to study the Brauer group of a scheme.
In particular, we (1) show how twisted methods can be efficiently used to re-prove the
basic facts about the Brauer group and cohomological Brauer group (including Gabber’s
theorem that they coincide for a separated union of two affine schemes), (2) give a new
proof of de Jong’s period-index theorem for surfaces over algebraically closed fields, and
(3) prove an analogous result for surfaces over finite fields. We also include a reduction
of all period-index problems for Brauer groups of function fields over algebraically closed
fields to characteristic zero, which (among other things) extends de Jong’s result to include
classes of period divisible by the characteristic of the base field. Finally, we use the theory
developed here to give counterexamples to a standard type of local-to-global conjecture
for geometrically rational varieties over the function field of the projective plane.
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1. Introduction

Let K be a field. Given a Brauer class α ∈ Br(K), there are two natural discrete invariants: the
period of α, per(α), which is the order of α as an element of Br(K), and the index of α, ind(α),
whose square is the K-vector space dimension of a central division algebra with Brauer class α.
It is elementary to prove that per(α)| ind(α) and that they have the same prime factors, so that
ind(α)|per(α)� for some � (see Lemma 2.1.1.3). The properties of the exponent � have been studied
by numerous authors (see [Art82], [Col02], [Dej04], [GY98], [Kre03], [Nak35], [Sal97, Sal98], [Van86],
etc.), and the work to date has all supported the following folk-conjecture.

Conjecture. If K is a Cd field and α ∈ Br(K), then ind(α)|per(α)d−1.

The main goal of this paper is to prove the following theorem.

Theorem. Suppose that K is a field of characteristic p > 0 with transcendence degree two over
the prime field. If α ∈ Br(K) has order prime to char(K), then ind(α)|per(α)3. If α is unramified,
then ind(α) = per(α).
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The reader will note that the exponent we obtain in the ramified case should be two according
to the conjecture (although the unramified result is somewhat better than predicted). This gap is
close to being filled, at the expense of adding another layer of stack-theoretic complexity to the
methods employed here.

The class α is unramified precisely when it comes from a class in the Brauer group of a smooth
projective model X for the function field K. As we describe below, techniques of Saltman [Sal97,
Sal98] permit the deduction of the ramified case from the unramified case. (It is precisely here where
one is forced to increase the exponent by two rather than by one.) The unramified case is proven
by finding a point in a certain moduli space parametrizing solutions to the equation per = ind. We
must of course first show that this moduli space is non-empty, which is precisely de Jong’s period-
index theorem [Dej04]. We offer a new proof of this result, as well as a reduction of all period-index
problems for function fields over algebraically closed fields to characteristic zero, thus giving an
incremental improvement of de Jong’s theorem: we do not need the hypothesis that the period of α
is prime to the characteristic of the base field (until we start working over finite base fields).

The moduli space we use to prove these theorems is the space of stable twisted sheaves. As this
paper is intended to encourage the use of twisted methods in the study of the Brauer group, we
have included more than is strictly necessary for our purposes. We give a slightly different proof
of Gabber’s theorem that the Brauer group and cohomological Brauer group of an affine scheme
coincide. (For an introduction to this problem, as well as a proof of Gabber’s theorem of which
ours is an adaptation, the reader is referred to [Hoo82].) The methods used here are a precursor to
de Jong’s proof of Gabber’s more recent theorem: Br = Br′ for any quasi-compact separated scheme
admitting an ample invertible sheaf [Dej03].

The philosophy of twisted sheaves leads naturally to a question (Question 4.2.3.1) about the
geometry of the moduli space of stable vector bundles with fixed determinant on a curve, whose
answer is closely related to the period-index problem (in any dimension). By relating these two
questions, we are able to give numerous examples of smooth projective geometrically connected
geometrically rational varieties with geometric Picard group Z over C(t1, t2) which have points over
the completion of C(t1, t2) at any (arbitrary) valuation but which lack rational points. These appear
to be the first examples of such varieties over C(t1, t2) which violate the Hasse principle. (Hassett
has informed me that there are also unpublished examples of cubic surfaces over C(t1, t2) which
violate the Hasse principle and have vanishing Brauer–Manin obstruction; these of course have
higher geometric Picard number.) It seems that the method given here for producing such examples
might be useful in other contexts.

We now give a brief summary of the contents of this paper. In § 2 we sketch the basic aspects
of the period-index problem and the theory of gerbes (après Giraud); the reader familiar with this
material can skip this section, referring back for terminology as required. This is followed in § 3
by a rapid tour of the theory of twisted sheaves, their use in proving the basic facts about the
Brauer group of a scheme and Gabber’s theorem, and a summary of the theory of their moduli
on low-dimensional ambient varieties (fully developed in [Lie07b]). Finally, in § 4 we apply the
abstract theory to the period-index problem and prove the main theorem. We have also included
a very short appendix discussing a few basic facts about (quasi-)coherent sheaves on stacks and
elementary transforms.

2. Background

2.1 Algebra
In this section we rapidly summarize the basic facts concerning the period-index problem.
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2.1.1 Period and index. The period-index problem has several manifestations. One way of
describing the problem uses Galois cohomology. Let K be a field and F an étale sheaf on SpecK.
Let α ∈ Hi(SpecK,F ) be a Galois cohomology class with i > 0.

Definition 2.1.1.1. The period of α, denoted by per(α), is the order of α in the group Hi(SpecK,F ).
The (separable) index of α, denoted by ind(α), is gcd{deg L/K : α|L = 0} with L a separable
extension.

In certain instances, the index of α is actually the minimal degree of a field extension killing α
(for example, if i = 2 and F = Gm).

Example 2.1.1.2. When F = Gm and i = 2, we can translate Definition 2.1.1.1 into the language
of non-commutative algebra. A class α ∈ H2(SpecK,Gm) = Br(K) is represented by a central
division K-algebra D. The period of α is the order of [D] in Br(K) and the index of α is the square
root of the rank of D. This follows from basic theorems in non-commutative algebra [FD93] which
describe the structure of central division algebras.

Lemma 2.1.1.3. Given F , i, and α as above, per(α)| ind(α) and both have the same prime factors.

Proof. This is well-known, but we review the proof for the sake of completeness. That per(α)| ind(α)
is a consequence of the existence, for any finite separable extension f : SpecL→ SpecK, of a trace
map f∗f∗F → F (the ‘corestriction’) such that the composition with the restriction is multiplication
by deg L/K. Applying this to L/K such that αL = 0 shows that the degree of any such extension kills
α, whence the gcd kills α. To show that the prime factors are the same, suppose that L/K kills α
and let p be a prime number not dividing per(α). Suppose that L is Galois with group G. Let Gp

be a p-Sylow subgroup of G and Lp the fixed field. Thus, the degree of Lp over K has no factors
of p. We claim that Lp kills α. Indeed, αLp is still per(α)-torsion and p still acts invertibly on the
subgroup generated by α. Thus, restricting further to L and corestricting back to Lp, we see that α
is trivial over Lp if and only if it is trivial over L. This removes p from ind(α). The case of general
separable L/K follows from the case of Galois L/K.

Thus, there is some minimal �α so that ind(α)|per(α)�α . The period-index problem is to
understand the behavior of the exponent �α as K and α vary. In the context of elliptic curves,
this was considered by Lang–Tate [T58] and Lichtenbaum [Lic68]. Using Example 2.1.1.2, we see
that the period-index problem for the Brauer group is related to deciding how large a division
algebra is necessary to represent a given Brauer class. In this form, it was considered by Brauer in
his foundational paper and by Albert in subsequent work.

Remark 2.1.1.4. Let π : E → P1 be an elliptic surface over a finite field (with a section σ).
It is a classical result [Sil92, Exercise 10.11] that given an element α ∈ X(k(P1), Eη) of period n
prime to the characteristic of k, there is a field extension of degree n of k(P1) killing α. In other
words, for these particular classes of H1(Spec k(P1), Eη), the period equals the index. Using Artin’s
isomorphism Br(E) ∼→X(k(P1), Eη) (see [Gro68b]), we see that this inadvertently also proves that
per(α) = ind(α) for any α ∈ Br(E).

2.1.2 Br and Br′. The purpose of this section is primarily to fix notation. Given any ringed
topos X, there is a natural injection Br(X) ↪→ H2(X,Gm) (developed using the language of gerbes
in [Gir71, §V.4]). The torsion subgroup of H2(X,Gm) is the cohomological Brauer group, denoted
by Br′.

Question 2.1.2.1. When is the natural map Br→ Br′ an isomorphism?
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Grothendieck showed that Br = Br′ for Noetherian schemes of dimension one and regular
schemes of dimension two [Gro68a]. In his thesis [Gab81], Gabber showed that this is so for
any scheme X which can be written as a separated union of two affines. We give a proof of
all of these results using twisted sheaves in § 3.1.4. A more recent result of Gabber (mid-1990s,
unpublished) established that Br = Br′ for any quasi-projective scheme, for which de Jong has
given a twisted proof [Dej03]. There is an example of a non-separated normal surface Z such that
Br(Z)[2] �= Br′(Z)[2] (see [EHKV01]). The question is still quite open, even for smooth non-quasi-
projective threefolds over algebraically closed fields!

2.2 Geometry
We follow the terminology and conventions of [LM00] when discussing stacks and algebraic stacks.
Given a stack X over an algebraic space X, we use I (X ) to denote the inertia stack, a representable
group-functor on X which associates to ϕ : T → X the automorphisms of ϕ. (One can also
explicitly describe the inertia stack as I (X ) = X ×X ×X X , with both maps being the diagonal
morphism. It is then an exercise to check that this represents the sheaf of automorphisms, as
described above. It appears that the inertia stack lacks a standard reference in the literature.) We
write Sh(X ) to denote the sheafification of X , by which we mean the universal object among
sheaves F on X admitting a map of stacks X → F , F being considered as a stack via the natural
functor from sheaves to stacks.

2.2.1 Gerbes: generalities. The canonical reference for gerbes and non-abelian cohomology
is [Gir71], especially Chapter IV. Fix a positive integer n.

Situation 2.2.1.1. For the sake of simplicity, we assume that n is prime to the characteristics of X.

Definition 2.2.1.2. A gerbe on X is a stack X → X such that the sheafification Sh(X ) → X is
an isomorphism. This is equivalent to the following two conditions:

(i) for every open set U → X, there is a covering V → U such that the fiber category XV �= ∅;
(ii) given an open set U → X and any two objects x, y ∈ XU , there is a covering V → U and an

isomorphism xV
∼→ yV .

Definition 2.2.1.3. Given an abelian sheaf A on X, an A-gerbe on X is a gerbe X along with an
isomorphism AX

∼→ I (X ). An isomorphism of A-gerbes X and Y is a 1-morphism f : X → Y
which is a 1-isomorphism of stacks such that the natural map

AX
∼→ I (X )→ f∗I (Y ) ∼→ AX

is the identity.

The primordial example of an A-gerbe is the classifying stack BA of A-torsors. A general A-gerbe
should then be thought of as a bundle with fiber BA and ‘A-linear’ gluing data. The original interest
in these objects comes from the following result of Giraud. For more on this subject, the reader is
of course referred to [Gir71, § IV.3], and may consult [Lie04] for a more condensed discussion.

Proposition 2.2.1.4 (Giraud). There is a natural bijection between the set of isomorphism classes
of A-gerbes and H2(X,A).

Notation 2.2.1.5. We write [X ] for the class of X in H2(X,A).

Recall that given a sheaf F on a stack X , there is a natural right action F × I (X ) → F .
Indeed, given an object U in the site of X and a section (f, σ) of F ×I (X ) over U , we have an
isomorphism σ∗ : F (U) ∼→ F (U), and we let (f, σ) map to σ∗f . On an A-gerbe, this becomes
an action F ×AX → F .
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Definition 2.2.1.6. Given an A-gerbe X and a sheaf on X , we call the natural action F×A→ F
the inertial action.

2.2.2 Gerbes: two special flavors. We briefly describe two different types of µn-gerbes which
are important for us. Throughout, X is assumed to be a k-scheme for some field k such that n ∈ k×.
(This last requirement is not necessary if one is willing to work in the flat topology.)

Definition 2.2.2.1. A µn-gerbe X → X is (geometrically) essentially trivial if the class [X ] has
trivial image in H2(X,Gm) (respectively, H2(X ⊗k k,Gm)).

Definition 2.2.2.2. Let M be an invertible sheaf on X. The gerbe of nth roots of M , denoted by
[M ]1/n, is the stack whose objects over T are pairs (L , ϕ), where L is an invertible sheaf on X×T
and ϕ : L ⊗n ∼→M is an isomorphism.

It is immediate that [M ]1/n is a µn-gerbe. A consideration of the Kummer sequence 1→ µn →
Gm → Gm → 1 shows that every essentially trivial µn-gerbe is the gerbe of nth roots of some
invertible sheaf. Geometrically essentially trivial gerbes are more difficult to describe.

On the opposite side of the essentially trivial gerbes are the optimal gerbes.

Definition 2.2.2.3. A µn-gerbe X → X is (geometrically) optimal if the associated Gm-gerbe has
order n in H2(X,Gm) (respectively, in H2(X ⊗ k,Gm)).

If X is regular, this is the same as saying that the generic fiber of X → X has order n in
H2(ηX ,µn) (respectively, in H2(ηX ⊗ k,µn)), which is the same as saying that Xη is the µn-gerbe
associated to a division algebra over κ(η) of rank n2. If there is an Azumaya algebra of degree n
on X in the class [X ], this is perhaps saying that ‘SpecA is an integral non-commutative surface
finite, flat, and unramified over its center’.

3. Twisted sheaves and their moduli

In this section we introduce the category of twisted sheaves and show its suitability for studying
certain types of questions about the Brauer group. We also give a summary of the results of [Lie07b],
which studies the properties of the moduli spaces of twisted sheaves.

3.1 Twisted sheaves
Let X be an algebraic space. We equip X with a reasonable flat topology: the big or small étale
topology or the fppf topology. When we speak of a stack on X, we mean a stack in this topology.
When studying sheaves on a stack, we use the big étale or fppf topos. As noted in Appendix A,
this requires working with D(QCoh) rather than the non-sensical DQCoh(Mod). Throughout § 3.1,
X → X is a fixed D-gerbe, where D is a closed subgroup of the multiplicative group Gm. We write
C for the dual of D; thus, C is a quotient group of Z.

3.1.1 Twisted sheaves.

Definition 3.1.1.1. An X -twisted sheaf is a sheaf F of (left) OX -modules such that the natural
inertial action F ×DX → F (see Definition 2.2.1.6) equals the right action associated to the left
module action DX ×F → F .

Twisted vector bundles of rank n naturally arise as ‘universal reductions of structure group’ for
PGLn-bundles; the gerbe classifying the twisting is precisely the coboundary of the PGLn-bundle in
H2(Gm) arising from the standard presentation 1→ Gm → GLn → PGLn → 1. A similar µn-gerbe
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arises when one studies reduction of structure group to SLn. It is a helpful exercise to write these
gerbes down explicitly (as solutions to moduli problems). This may also be found in [Gir71].

Remark 3.1.1.2. There are two other ways of describing twisted O-modules which have arisen in
the literature. Both may be found in Căldăraru’s thesis [Cal00] (available electronically). In the
case that a faithful (i.e. nowhere zero) locally free twisted sheaf V exists, one can apply the functor
Hom(V , · ) and conclude (via a fibered form of Morita equivalence described in [Lie04]) that the
abelian category of twisted O-modules is equivalent to the abelian category of right A -modules,
where A = Hom(V ,V ).

Alternatively, one can give a cocyclic description of twisted sheaves (used by Căldăraru in his
thesis [Cal00], Yoshioka in his recent work [Yos03], and others of a mathematico-physical bent) as
follows: choose a hypercovering U• → X with a 2-cocycle a ∈ µn(U2) representing the cohomology
class [X ] ∈ H2(X,µn). (One can laboriously check [Lie04] that indeed choosing such a setup is
tantamount to choosing X .) A twisted sheaf is then a pair (F , ϕ), with F a sheaf of OU0-modules
and ϕ : pr∗1 F → pr∗0 F is an isomorphism on U1 whose coboundary δϕ = a ∈ Autpr∗00 F on U2. In
the cases where this definition has been applied to date, X is usually quasi-projective over an affine,
so it suffices to take a Čech hypercovering (by a theorem of Artin [Art71]) in the étale topology.
(In fact, authors using this definition usually work over the complex numbers and use the classical
topology.)

3.1.1.3 Since a D-gerbe is an Artin stack, there is a good theory of quasi-coherent and coherent
twisted sheaves. Not surprisingly, this theory is influenced by the representation theory of D.

Given χ ∈ C, for any quasi-coherent sheaf F on X there is a χ-eigensheaf Fχ ⊂ F correspond-
ing to sections where the action of the inertia stack AX is via the character χ : A → Gm and the
right Gm-action associated to the left O-module structure of F .

Proposition 3.1.1.4. Suppose that F is a quasi-coherent sheaf on X . The natural maps induce
an isomorphism ⊕

χ∈C(X)

Fχ
∼→ F .

The eigensheaves Fχ are quasi-coherent.

Proof. Using the specified identification DX
∼= I (X ) (which is part of the data describing a gerbe),

the natural action of I (X ) on F makes F a sheaf of quasi-coherent comodules for the Hopf algebra
structure on ODX

. Thus, the proposition immediately follows from the basic representation theory
of diagonalizable group schemes [Wat79].

Let π : Y → X be a quasi-compact X-space and Y := Y ×X X → Y the pullback D-gerbe. We
also denote the morphism Y →X by π.

Lemma 3.1.1.5. If G is a quasi-coherent sheaf on Y , then the natural map π∗(Gχ)→ π∗G identifies
π∗(Gχ) with (π∗G )χ.

Proof. As in the proof of Proposition 3.1.1.4, we can view G as an ODY
-comodule. In fact, the

projection formula shows that the comodule structure on G is the adjoint of the induced ODX
-

comodule structure on π∗G . The result follows.

Definition 3.1.1.6. An m-fold X -twisted sheaf is a sheaf F on X such that F = Fχm , where
χm : D → Gm is the mth power of the natural character D → Gm.

Thus, X -twisted sheaves are precisely the 1-fold X -twisted sheaves. Moreover, if Xn → X
represents the cohomology class n[X ], then one can check (e.g. using the cocyclic formalism)
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that the category of Xn-twisted sheaves is (non-canonically) equivalent to the category of n-fold
X -twisted sheaves. The reason to introduce m-fold twisted sheaves is for convenient bookkeeping,
as the following lemma illustrates.

Lemma 3.1.1.7. If F is m-fold twisted and G is n-fold twisted, then:

(i) all cohomology sheaves of F
L⊗G are (n + m)-fold twisted;

(ii) all cohomology sheaves of RHom(F ,G ) are (n−m)-fold twisted.

If X is a µn-gerbe, then n-fold X -twisted sheaves are naturally identified with 0-fold X -twisted
sheaves, which are naturally identified via pushforward with sheaves on X.

Proof. This is practically a tautology.

Lemma 3.1.1.8. Given a Gm-gerbe Z → X, there is an invertible n-fold Z -twisted sheaf if and
only if n[Z ] = 0 ∈ H2(X,Gm). In particular, if there is a locally free Z -twisted sheaf of rank r > 0,
then r[Z ] = 0 ∈ H2(X,Gm).

Proof. The last statement follows by taking the determinant (Theorem A.3) and applying the
first statement. To prove the first statement, we see from the fact that Xn-twisted sheaves are
identified with n-fold X -twisted sheaves that it suffices to prove the statement assuming n = 1.
It follows from standard techniques that the groupoid of invertible sheaves on X is equiva-
lent to the groupoid of 1-morphisms X → BGm. (However, the reader should note that this is
not the definition of BGm, which only involves classifying invertible sheaves on algebraic spaces
– or perhaps only on affine schemes, depending upon one’s ideological purity.) The condition
that an invertible sheaf L on X be X -twisted is easily seen to correspond to the condition that
the corresponding morphism ϕL : X → BGm,X induces the identity on inertia stacks via the
specified morphisms I (X ) ∼→ Gm,X → ϕ∗

L I (BGm). In other words, ϕL is a morphism of Gm-
gerbes, hence an isomorphism, which means that the cohomology class of X is trivial. Conversely, if
X ∼= BGm,X , then there is an X -twisted invertible sheaf arising from the canonical one-dimensional
representation of Gm.

Proposition 3.1.1.9. If X is Noetherian, then a quasi-coherent X -twisted sheaf is the colimit of
its coherent X -twisted subsheaves.

Proof. This follows from the fact that X is Noetherian, combined with standard results about quasi-
coherent sheaves on Noetherian Artin stacks [LM00, § 15], along with the fact that any subsheaf of
an X -twisted sheaf is X -twisted.

3.1.1.10 We end this section with several results comparing various categories of twisted sheaves.
Giving a global section of π : X → X yields a ‘trivialization’ of the category of twisted sheaves.

Lemma 3.1.1.11. Given a section σ : X → X , the functor σ∗ defines an equivalence of categories
between the category of X -twisted sheaves and the category of OX -modules. This equivalence
induces equivalences of the categories of quasi-coherent and coherent sheaves.

Proof. Given σ, there results an isomorphism σ̃ : X
∼→ BD of D-gerbes on X which sends an

object τ to Isom(τ, σ). The natural character of D gives an invertible BD-twisted sheaf which pulls
back to yield an invertible X -twisted sheaf L . The functor W �→ (π∗W )⊗L gives an equivalence
between the category of OX-modules (with the inverse given by V �→ π∗(V ⊗L ∨).

The reader more comfortable with cocycles can also give a proof of this statement using cocyclic
description of Remark 3.1.1.2.
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Using Lemma 3.1.1.11, we can prove that the category of twisted sheaves is invariant under
a ‘change of groups’. Suppose α ∈ H2(X,µn), and let ι∗α be the image under the natural map
H2(X,µn) → H2(X,Gm) induced by the inclusion µn ↪→ Gm. There is a µn-gerbe Z → X and a
Gm-gerbe Y → X with a µn-linear map ι̃ : Z → Y over X.

Lemma 3.1.1.12. The pullback functor associated to the morphism ι̃ yields an equivalence of the
category of Y -twisted sheaves with the category of Z -twisted sheaves. This equivalence induces
equivalences of categories of quasi-coherent and coherent sheaves.

Proof. Since Z -twisted sheaves and Y -twisted sheaves both form stacks on X, it suffices to prove
the statement after covering X so that both gerbes become trivial. Let L be an invertible Y -
twisted sheaf coming from a choice of section as in Lemma 3.1.1.11. Given a sheaf W on X, there
is a natural isomorphism ι̃∗(π∗

Y W ⊗L ) ∼→ π∗
Z W ⊗ ι̃∗L , and this immediately implies the result.

One can also give a proof using the cocyclic description of twisted sheaves given in
Remark 3.1.1.2: the image in Gm of the cocycle for µn corresponding to X gives the cocycle corre-
sponding to Y . The cocyclic description of twisted sheaves now makes it clear that the categories
are equivalent.

3.1.2 Twisted interpretations of Br = Br′ and period-index. Using the technology of twisted
sheaves, we can now clearly state both the equality of Br and Br′ and the period-index prob-
lem in purely geometric terms. We assume in this section that X is integral and Noetherian and
that D = µn.

Proposition 3.1.2.1. Let X → X be a Gm-gerbe and m a positive integer:

(i) [X ] lies in Br(X) if and only if there is a non-zero locally free X -twisted sheaf;

(ii) if X = SpecK is a reduced point, then ind[X ] divides m if and only if there is a coherent
X -twisted sheaf of rank m;

(iii) if X is regular of dimension at most two, then ind[X |κ(X)] divides m if and only if there is a
locally free X -twisted sheaf of rank m;

(iv) the class [X ] ∈ H2(X,µn) lies in the image of the coboundary map H1(X,PGLn)→ H2(X,µn)
if and only if there is a locally free X -twisted sheaf of rank n and trivial determinant (Theo-
rem A.3).

Sketch of proof. The relevant fact is the following: there is a locally free X -twisted sheaf of rank r if
and only if there is an Azumaya algebra of degree r with class [X ]. The equivalence arises by sending
V to End(V ). The inverse comes by associating to an Azumaya algebra A its gerbe of trivializations:
a section over a scheme Y → X is a locally free sheaf W along with an isomorphism of algebras
End(W ) ∼→ A . It is easy to check that this is a Gm-gerbe with class [A ] ∈ Br(X) ⊂ H2(X,Gm),
and that the sheaves W patch together to yield a locally free twisted sheaf of rank n. This is
essentially carried out in [Gir71, §V.4]. The third statement follows from the second, combined
with Proposition 3.1.3.9.

To prove the fourth statement, suppose that V is a locally free X -twisted sheaf of rank n, so
that End(V ) is the pullback of an Azumaya algebra A of degree n on X. It is a simple calculation
to show that the class of A differs from X by the image of detV in H2(X,µn) via the ‘first Chern
class’ map. Thus, the difference vanishes if and only if det V is an nth power, in which case we can
twist V to produce a locally free X -twisted sheaf of rank n with trivial determinant.

Thus, these become problems about the existence of points in various moduli spaces: locally free
(or simply coherent) twisted sheaves (of a given rank). The period-index problem in particular will
prove amenable to this kind of analysis. The question of Br and Br′ is more profitably approached
in terms of the K-theory of X , as we describe in § 3.1.4.
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3.1.3 Elementary applications. In this section, we assume that X is Noetherian and that
D = Gm.

Here we investigate the applications of the theory we have developed so far to the study of the
Brauer group. While seemingly vacuous, the theory of twisted sheaves yields many of the basic
results on the Brauer group without requiring recourse to étale cohomology. (The skeptical reader
should note that some of the fundamental properties of gerbes and twisted sheaves do rely on the
relationship with cohomology, but this is where the similarity ends. The point is that we use sheaf-
theoretic methods in place of explicit computations of cohomological dimensions and the use of
cohomological purity.) The essential result for all of these proofs, it turns out, is the deceptively
simple-looking Proposition 3.1.1.9.

Lemma 3.1.3.1. Let η ⊂ X be the scheme of generic points. Any coherent Xη-twisted sheaf extends
to a coherent X -twisted sheaf.

Proof. Let F be a coherent Xη-twisted sheaf. The inclusion ν : Xη ↪→X is quasi-compact, hence
ν∗F is a quasi-coherent X -twisted sheaf. The result follows from Proposition 3.1.1.9.

Lemma 3.1.3.2. There exists a non-zero coherent X -twisted sheaf with support X .

Proof. Over the reduced structure on the generic scheme of X, we have a Gm-gerbe over the
spectrum of a finite product of fields. Thus, if we can produce a non-zero coherent twisted sheaf
when X is the spectrum of a field, we can push it forward to get such an object on the generic
scheme of X and then apply Lemma 3.1.3.1. When X is SpecK, any étale covering is finite over X.
Thus, there is a finite free morphism Y → X such that the gerbe Y := Y ×X X has a section. Once
there is a section, we can apply Lemma 3.1.1.11. Thus, there is a non-zero (in fact, locally free)
twisted sheaf on Y . Pushing forward along the morphism Y → X yields a non-zero locally free
X -twisted sheaf by Lemma 3.1.1.5. (For a generalization of this argument, see Lemma 3.1.3.5.)

Proposition 3.1.3.3. If X is regular and integral with generic scheme η, then the restriction map

H2(X,Gm)→ H2(η,Gm)

is an injection.

Proof. Suppose that X ×X η represents the trivial cohomology class. This means that there is an
invertible Xη-twisted sheaf Lη. By Proposition 3.1.1.9, Lη has a coherent extension L on all of
X . In fact, there is a reflexive such extension. On the other hand, this extension has rank one by
construction. However, X, and therefore X , is regular. As any reflexive module of rank one over a
regular local ring (of arbitrary dimension) is free [Bou89, §VII.4], we conclude that L is an invertible
twisted sheaf, whence [X ] = 0 ∈ H2(X,Gm).

Corollary 3.1.3.4. If X is regular and quasi-compact, then H2(X,Gm) is torsion.

Proof. This follows immediately from Proposition 3.1.3.3 and the fact that the Galois cohomology
of a field with abelian coefficients is torsion.

Before proceeding, we recall a couple of lemmas which are also useful in § 3.1.4.

Lemma 3.1.3.5. If Y → X is a finite locally free covering and α ∈ H2(X,Gm), then there is a
nowhere zero locally free twisted sheaf on Y if and only if there is such a twisted sheaf on X. If X
is quasi-compact, the same holds for locally free twisted sheaves of finite constant non-zero rank.

Proof. Fixing a gerbe X representing α, we see that Y := X ×X Y represents the pullback of
α to Y . Furthermore, π : Y → X is a finite locally free morphism. Thus, given any locally free
twisted sheaf F on Y , π∗F will be a locally free twisted sheaf on X . It is clear that the rank of
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such a sheaf will be constant on a connected component. If X is quasi-compact, then there are only
finitely many connected components, whence one can arrange for the rank to be constant by taking
appropriate direct sums on each component.

Lemma 3.1.3.6 (Gabber). Given a local ring A and a local-étale A-algebra B, there exists a finite
free A-algebra C such that for all maximal ideals m ⊂ C, there is a map B → Cm of A-algebras.

Sketch of proof, following Gabber. By the local structure theory for étale morphisms [Ray70], there
is a monic polynomial f(x) = xn+

∑n−1
i=0 aix

n−i ∈ A[x] and a maximal ideal n ⊂ A[x] such that f ′ �∈ n

and B ∼= (A[x]/f(x))n. Let C be A[T1, . . . , Tn]/({σi(T1, . . . , Tn) − (−1)iai; i = 1, . . . , n}), where σi

is the ith symmetric polynomial. One can check that C is a finite free A-module. By construction,
we have that f(x) =

∏
(x − Ti) in C[x], so that there are factorizations ϕi : A[x]/(f(x)) → C

over A given by sending x to Ti. It is possible to see that C is a finite free A[x]/(f(x))-module
of rank (n − 1)! via ϕ1, from which it follows that there is some maximal ideal q ⊂ C lying over
n ⊂ A[x]/(f(x)), yielding a homomorphism B → Cq. There is an obvious action of the symmetric
group Σn on C over A, which is transitive on the closed fiber. Thus, composing the A-morphism
B → Cq with the automorphisms arising from the action of Σn, we see that there is in fact an
A-map B → Cm for every maximal ideal m ⊂ C, as desired.

Proposition 3.1.3.7. If X is semilocal of dimension at most one, then there exists a locally free
X -twisted sheaf of positive rank.

Proof. When the cohomology class of X is assumed to be torsion, this is subsumed by
Theorem 3.1.4.1; thus, we only give a sketch here.

We may assume that X is connected. It suffices to prove the statement assuming that X is
reduced. Indeed, the infinitesimal deformations of a locally free Xred-twisted sheaf are easily seen
to be unobstructed (using the fact that coherent cohomology vanishes on an affine scheme), so that
a locally free Xred-twisted sheaf may be deformed to a locally free X -twisted sheaf of the same
rank.

If X has dimension zero, then it is a disjoint union of reduced closed points. Using the fact that
the Brauer group and cohomological Brauer group coincide over fields [Ser95, §X.5]) and elementary
(e.g. Morita-theoretic) considerations, we see that there are locally free X -twisted sheaves and that
moreover there is at most one isomorphism class of X -twisted sheaves with a given rank (at each
point). (Briefly, the point is that by Morita theory one can see that two such differ by tensoring
with an invertible sheaf, which is trivial over a semilocal ring.)

Now suppose that X is local. Applying Lemmas 3.1.3.5 and 3.1.3.6, we may replace X by
a finite semilocal extension Y → X such that Y := X ×X Y is trivial over every localization
of Y . Choosing trivializations of the gerbe at each closed point of Y , it is immediate that there
exists an integer N such that for any closed point y ∈ Y , there is a locally free twisted sheaf on
SpecOy,Y of rank N . By the previous paragraph, these are all isomorphic on the generic scheme of Y
(as y varies). It follows (since Y is of dimension one at each closed point) that we can glue the local
twisted sheaves to produce a locally free Y -twisted sheaf.

The general case proceeds as in the previous paragraph: the complement of the set of closed
points of X is open (since the dimension is at most one at any point), so local models can be glued
together to yield a locally free X -twisted sheaf.

Corollary 3.1.3.8. If X is a semilocal one-dimensional Noetherian scheme, H2(X,Gm) is torsion
and equals Br(X).

Proof. This is an application of Proposition 3.1.2.1, Lemma 3.1.1.8, and Proposition 3.1.3.7.
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Proposition 3.1.3.9. If X is Noetherian there is a coherent twisted sheaf which is locally free at
every point of codimension one. If X is regular, there is a coherent twisted sheaf which is locally
free at every point of codimension two.

Proof. Using the first half of the proof of Proposition 3.1.3.7, it is easy to find some open V ⊂ X
over which there is a locally free twisted sheaf F . Suppose that p ∈ X \ V has codimension one in
X. Let i : SpecOp,X ↪→ X and j : V ↪→ X. By Proposition 3.1.3.7, we may assume (by taking a
direct sum of F with itself if necessary) that there exists a locally free twisted sheaf G on SpecOp,X

such that Gη = Fη (identifying the generic schemes of SpecOp,X and V with η using i and j,
respectively). Consider Q := i∗G ∩ j∗F ⊂ Fη. This is a quasi-coherent twisted sheaf on X which
equals F when pulled back by j and G when pulled back by i. Applying Proposition 3.1.1.9 and the
fact that localization commutes with colimits, we see that there is a coherent subsheaf P ⊂ Q such
that P |V ∼= F and P |Spec Op,X

∼= G. The locus where P is locally free is thus an open set containing
V ∪ {p}. By Noetherian induction, the first statement is proven. (More concretely, there can only
be finitely many codimension one points p not in V , as they must be generic points of irreducible
components of X \V .) The second statement follows from the fact that any reflexive module over a
regular local ring of dimension at most two is free. Thus, the reflexive hull of any coherent twisted
sheaf will be locally free in codimension two.

Corollary 3.1.3.10. If X is regular of dimension at most two everywhere, then the inclusion
Br(X) ↪→ H2(X,Gm) is an isomorphism.

Proof. This follows from Proposition 3.1.3.9 and Lemma 3.1.1.8.

3.1.4 Gabber’s theorems. We wish to show how twisted sheaves may be used to give an espe-
cially streamlined proof of Gabber’s theorem that Br = Br′ for affine schemes. (In fact, the proof
given here also works for separated unions of two affines, just as in Gabber’s original result.) Our
argument is a simplification of the argument of Hoobler [Hoo82] which is itself a simplification of
Gabber’s proof. By using twisted sheaves rather than Azumaya algebras, the introduction of K-
theory into the proof becomes more transparent, as one can ‘think in modules’ from the beginning.
Our approach notably also avoids the comparison of the ‘Mayer–Vietoris sequence’ in non-abelian
flat cohomology with that in ordinary abelian flat cohomology, by absorbing all of the cohomology
(abelian and otherwise) into the underlying gerbe X . The outline of our proof comes from Hoobler’s
paper [Hoo82].

The main theorem of this section is the following.

Theorem 3.1.4.1. Let X be an affine scheme and X an fppf µn-gerbe on X. There exists an
X -twisted locally free sheaf of constant finite non-zero rank.

Corollary 3.1.4.2. If X is an affine scheme, then the natural injection Br(X) ↪→ Br′(X) is an
isomorphism.

Proof. Any torsion class α ∈ H2(X,Gm) (taken in the flat topology or étale topology) has a lift to
a flat cohomology class in H2(X,µn). The theorem gives a twisted vector bundle on a gerbe in any
such class. Taking its endomorphism algebra yields an Azumaya algebra with class α.

For the rest of this section, we assume that X is an affine scheme and X → X is a µn-
gerbe.

The proof of Theorem 3.1.4.1 follows from several basic K-theoretic lemmas. Let R be a com-
mutative unital ring and let K(R) denote the ring structure on the Grothendieck group of finite
projective R-modules of constant rank. We recall some basic facts from algebraic K-theory.
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Lemma 3.1.4.3. There is a natural map ρ : K(R)→ Z determined by the rank function on modules.

(i) The kernel of ρ is a nil-ideal.

(ii) Given projective modules P and Q, if [P ] = [Q] in K(R), then there is N > 0 such that
P⊕N ∼= Q⊕N .

(iii) Given a class α ∈ K(R) of positive rank, some multiple nα has the form [P ] for a projective
module P .

(iv) If P is a projective R-module such that P⊗n is free, then there is some N > 0 such that P⊕N

is free.

Sketch of proof. Since the K-group classifies finitely generated projective modules, we immediately
have that it commutes with colimits in R. Thus, to prove any statement involving only finitely many
elements it suffices to prove it assuming that R is finitely generated over Z. In this case, R has some
Krull dimension d.

A beautiful proof of the first statement is due to Gabber and may also be found in his
thesis [Gab81]. It is easy to see that ker ρ is generated by elements of the form [P ] − [R⊕ rkP ],
and thus that it suffices to prove the statement for such elements. Now we can consider complexes
0→ R⊕ rk P → P → 0, given by a morphism ϕi, and it is easy to see that there are precisely d such
complexes such that for any point p ∈ SpecR, one of the complexes is exact at p (i.e. one of the ϕi

gives a trivialization of P in a neighborhood of p). However, then the tensor product of the com-
plexes ϕ1⊗ · · · ⊗ϕd is exact, whence it vanishes in K-theory. It follows that ([P ] − [R⊕ rk P ])d = 0
in K(R).

The second statement is quite a bit more difficult, and relies on the Bass cancellation lemma.
(In the commutative case, it ultimately derives from a simpler statement due to Serre, which states
that any projective module of rank at least d+1 has a non-zero free summand.) This is beyond the
scope of this paper; we refer the reader to [Bas68, § 4 of Chapter IX] for the details. (The reader
will also find a slightly different account of the rest of the K-theory we use here, including the other
statements contained in this lemma.)

The third statement may be proven as follows. First, we may assume R has finite Krull dimen-
sion d. Scaling α, we may assume that rknα � d. We can certainly write nα = [P ]− [Q] for some
projective modules P and Q. Choosing a representation RN = Q⊕Q′, we find that nα+N = [P⊕Q′].
However,

rk(P ⊕Q′) = rk(nα + N) � d + N,

so we can find a free summand of P⊕Q′ of rank N by Serre’s theorem. The complementary summand
yields a projective module representing nα, as desired.

To prove the final statement, let r be the rank of P , and write [P ] = r + η ∈ K(R); we know
from the first statement that η is nilpotent. By hypothesis, (r + η)n ∈ Z ⊂ K(R), and it follows
from the nilpotence of η that nη = 0, so that [P⊕n] = [Rnr]. Applying the second part, we conclude
that there is N such that P⊕N is free, as required.

Corollary 3.1.4.4. Given a faithfully projective R-module P and a positive integer n,
there exist non-zero free modules F0 and F1 and a faithfully projective R-module P such that
P ⊗P

⊗n⊗F0
∼= F1.

Proof. In K-theory, the desired equality reads a[P ][P ]n = b for some positive integers a and b. In
fact, applying Lemma 3.1.4.3(iii), we see that it is enough to solve the equation for [P ] in K(R).
Moreover, since we are allowed to scale by a and b, it is clearly enough to solve the equation in
K(R)⊗Q. Writing [P ] = a + β with β ∈ ker ρ, we see that since β is nilpotent we can invert
(1/a)[P ] and extract an nth root using formal power series with rational coefficients, thus yielding
a solution in K(R)⊗Q.
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Combining Lemmas 3.1.3.6 and 3.1.3.5, we see that to prove Theorem 3.1.4.1 it is enough to
prove the following. We use the phrase ‘locally free’ to mean ‘locally free of constant non-zero rank’
in what follows.

Proposition 3.1.4.5. Suppose that there is everywhere Zariski-locally on X a locally free
X -twisted sheaf. Then there is a global locally free X -twisted sheaf.

Proof. To simplify the notation, throughout this proof we use the phrase ‘twisted sheaf on U ’ to
mean ‘X ×X U -twisted sheaf’ whenever U ⊂ X is a subscheme. It is enough to show that

J = {f ∈ A | there is a locally free twisted sheaf on SpecAf}
is an ideal. The Zariski-local existence hypothesis shows that J cannot be contained in any maximal
ideal, hence if it is an ideal J = A. (This is Quillen induction.) It is clear that J is closed under
multiplication by elements of A. To check that J is closed under addition, we may reduce to the
case where X = U ∪ V with U , V , and U ∩ V all affine, and there are locally free twisted sheaves
on U and V . (Indeed, suppose f, g ∈ J ; we wish to show that f + g ∈ J . We may replace X by
SpecAf+g and thus assume that f + g = 1, in which case SpecAf and SpecAg form an open cover
of X. Moreover, SpecAf ∩ SpecAg = SpecAfg is affine.)

Let P be a locally free twisted sheaf on U and Q a locally free twisted sheaf on V ; we may
assume that rkP = rkQ. Since X is a µn-gerbe, we see that P⊗n is naturally identified with a
locally free untwisted sheaf (see Lemma 3.1.1.7), and similarly for Q. By Corollary 3.1.4.4, we see
that there are non-zero locally free sheaves P on U , Q on V and non-zero finite free modules F0, F1

on U , G0, G1 on V such that
P⊗n⊗P

⊗n⊗F0
∼= F1

and
Q⊗n⊗Q

⊗n⊗G0
∼= G1.

Thus, replacing P by P ⊗P ⊗F0 and Q by Q⊗Q⊗G0, we may assume that P⊗n and Q⊗n are
free modules on U and V , respectively, of the same rank. Now consider the situation on U ∩ V .
Letting P = Q∨⊗Q and Q = P ⊗Q∨, we have an isomorphism of locally free twisted sheaves
P ⊗P ∼= Q⊗Q. Furthermore, taking nth tensor powers, we see that P⊗n and Q⊗n are both free
(of the same rank). Applying Lemma 3.1.4.3(iv), we see that there is some N > 0 such that P⊕N

and Q⊕N are free. From the isomorphism P ⊗P ∼= Q⊗Q we deduce that P ⊗P⊕N ∼= Q⊗Q⊕N ,
from which it follows that PM ∼= QM for some integer M > 0. Thus, PM and QM are locally free
twisted sheaves on U and V which glue on U ∩ V , as desired.

Starting with the affine case (Corollary 3.1.4.2), it is possible to use twisted sheaves to prove
the following.

Proposition 3.1.4.6. If Y is a quasi-compact separated scheme admitting an ample invertible
sheaf, then the natural injection Br(Y ) ↪→ Br′(Y ) is an isomorphism.

The reader is referred to [Dej03] for the proof. The idea is to start with a supply of twisted
sheaves which are locally free at selected points (using Proposition 3.1.4.5), and to increase the
locus over which there exists a locally free twisted sheaf by looking at kernels of general maps
between the local models. The ample invertible sheaf enables one to make a Bertini argument when
studying a general such map between twisted sheaves (tensored with powers of the ample invertible
sheaf).

3.2 Moduli: a summary
In this section we summarize the important aspects of the theory of moduli of twisted sheaves, a
subject which is treated in full detail (with proofs) in [Lie07b]. In § 4, we use the structure theory
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of these moduli spaces to prove results about the period-index problem for curves and surfaces over
finite, algebraically closed, and local fields.

3.2.1 The moduli problem. Let X → S be a smooth projective morphism (with a chosen rela-
tively ample O(1)) with geometrically connected fibers, n a positive integer which is invertible on
S, and X → X a µn-gerbe. Using standard methods, one can prove the following (see [Lie07b]).

Proposition 3.2.1.1. The stack TwX /S of S-flat torsion free X -twisted sheaves is an Artin stack
locally of finite presentation over S.

Given T → S, the sections of TwX /S over T are T -flat quasicoherent sheaves of finite presen-
tation F on X ×S T which are X ×S T -twisted and such that for every geometric point t → T ,
the fiber Ft on Xt is torsion free. (The reader is referred to [Lie07b] for basic results on associated
points and torsion subsheaves on Artin stacks. Nothing surprising happens.)

As in the case of ordinary sheaves on a projective morphism, the stack of all twisted sheaves is
a nightmarish object. For this and other reasons, it is worthwhile to distinguish an open substack
of semistable objects (and a further open substack of stable objects). In the cases at hand (namely
for curves and surfaces), it will turn out that this stack is in fact a GIT quotient stack; however,
the definition can be made in arbitrary dimension, and while the stack has all of the properties one
expects of a GIT quotient stack, it is not clear whether it is in fact such a quotient stack.

To define the stability condition, we assume for the sake of simplicity that S = Spec k is the
spectrum of a field. In this case, we can make use of the degree function deg A0(X ) → Q, which
can be defined as follows, following [Vis89]. There is a rational Chow theory A∗(X ) for which there
is a natural theory of Chern classes. Via proper pushforward, there is an isomorphism A0(X ) →
A0(X)⊗Q.

Definition 3.2.1.2. The degree map deg : A0(X ) → Q is the composition A0(X ) → A0(X)⊗
Q→ Q, where the latter map is the degree in the usual Chow theory of X.

In the following, we write TdX for the Todd class of the tangent sheaf of X .

Definition 3.2.1.3. Given a coherent sheaf F on X , the geometric Hilbert polynomial of F ,
denoted P g

F , is the polynomial whose value at m is n deg(ch(F (m)) · TdX ).

It is a standard exercise to show that this in fact defines a (unique) polynomial over Q. Further-
more, one can see that for torsion free F , the polynomial has degree equal to the dimension of X,
with leading coefficient equal to rkF degX O(1)/(dim X)!.

Remark 3.2.1.4. When the base S is arbitrary, one can check that in fact the geometric Hilbert
polynomial of an S-flat X -twisted sheaf is constant in geometric fibers. The reader is referred
to [Lie07b, Remark 2.2.7.18] for the details.

With this additive function K(X ) → Q[x] in hand, we define (semi)stability in the usual way.
Recall that there is an ordering on Q[x] given by the lexicographical ordering of coefficients. In this
ordering, f � g if and only if f(a) � g(a) for all sufficiently large (positive) integers a.

Definition 3.2.1.5. With the above notation, a coherent sheaf F on X is semistable if for all
coherent proper subsheaves G ⊂ F , one has (rkF )P g

G � (rkG )P g
F . The sheaf F is stable if one

has strict inequality for all coherent proper subsheaves G ⊂ F .

Remark 3.2.1.6. When the base S is arbitrary, one can check that given an S-flat family F of
coherent X -twisted sheaves, there is an open subset of S parametrizing semistable fibers Fs and a
smaller open subset parametrizing geometrically stable fibers Fs. The reader is referred to [Lie07b,
Corollary 2.3.2.11].
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Notation 3.2.1.7. The substack of semistable twisted sheaves is denoted by Twss ⊂ Tw; the sub-
stack of stable sheaves is Tws ⊂ Twss. The stack of semistable twisted sheaves with geometric
Hilbert polynomial P in the fibers is denoted by Twss

X /S(P ).

The presence of the Brauer class of X can drastically simplify the meaning of (semi)stability, as
in the following. We continue to assume that S = Spec k is the spectrum of a field. Let TwX /S(n)
temporarily denote the (open) substack parametrizing torsion free coherent X -twisted sheaves of
rank n.

Lemma 3.2.1.8. If X → X is geometrically optimal, then the inclusion Tws
X /S(n) ↪→ TwX /S(n)

is an equality.

Proof. Given an X -twisted sheaf V of rank n on a geometric fiber of X/S, the fact that X → X
is geometrically optimal shows that any non-zero proper subsheaf W ⊂ V must have full rank.
(That is, V /W is supported on a proper closed substack of X .) In this case, the inequality required
for stability follows immediately from the fact that a non-zero coherent X -twisted sheaf has non-
vanishing geometric Hilbert polynomial. (The reader is referred to [Lie07b, Lemma 2.2.7.13]; this
seems to be a somewhat non-trivial fact, but it follows readily from the Riemann–Roch formula for
representable morphisms of smooth Deligne–Mumford stacks with projective coarse spaces.)

Just as with ordinary sheaves, one can fix the determinant of a twisted sheaf. As described in
Appendix A, there is a determinant morphism TwX /S → PicX /S (more generally, if X is not
smooth one can only define this morphism on the locus parametrizing families whose fibers are
perfect as objects in the derived category of coherent twisted sheaves). When the rank of F is
n, detF is a 0-fold twisted invertible sheaf (since X is a µn-gerbe), and is thus identified via
pushforward with a section of PicX/S . This defines a map TwX /S(n)→ PicX/S .

Definition 3.2.1.9. Given an invertible sheaf L on X corresponding to S → PicX/S , the stack of
twisted sheaves with determinant L is the stack-theoretic fiber product TwX /S(n)×PicX/S

S. The
stack of semistable X -twisted sheaves of rank n, geometric Hilbert polynomial P , and determinant
L is denoted by Twss

X /S(P,L ), and similarly for stable objects.

Proposition 3.2.1.10. The stack Twss
X /S(P ) has the following properties.

(i) It is an Artin stack of finite presentation over S.

(ii) It admits limits along any discrete valuation ring.

(iii) The open substack Tws
X /S(P ) of stable twisted sheaves is a Gm-gerbe over a separated

algebraic space Tws
X /S(P ) of finite presentation over S.

(iv) If X is a relative curve and S is affine, then Twss is a GIT quotient stack, and is thus
corepresented in the category of schemes by a projective scheme.

Given L ∈ PicX/S(S), the stack Twss
X /S(P,L ) also satisfies (i), (ii), and (iv), and the open substack

Tws
X /S(P,L ) is a µn-gerbe over a separated algebraic space of finite presentation, hence is itself

separated.

Remark 3.2.1.11. As in the case of ordinary sheaves, the Brauer class corresponding to the Gm-
gerbe Tws → Tws is the famed Brauer obstruction to the existence of a tautological twisted sheaf
on X × Tws.

Remark 3.2.1.12. One can set up a similar theory of semistable coherent sheaves for any proper
smooth Deligne–Mumford stack X → S with projective coarse moduli space X along the lines
indicated above. From the point of view of period-index problems, this is particularly interesting
when X is a µn-gerbe over an orbifold. This point will be pursued elsewhere.
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With these abstract foundations in hand, we describe how the theory specializes when X is a
curve or surface.

3.2.2 Moduli of twisted sheaves on curves. Fix a proper smooth curve C over an algebraically
closed field and a µn-gerbe π : C → C. It is a standard fact that H2(C,µn) = Z/nZ (with a
canonical generator being given by the first Chern class of the ideal sheaf of any closed point of C).
Let δ denote the (unique) fraction of the form a/n such that 0 � a < n and a ≡ [C ] ∈ H2(C,µn).

Definition 3.2.2.1. Given a sheaf F on C , the degree of F is n deg c1(F ) ∈ Q.

It is not hard to see that the denominator of the degree of F is in fact a factor of n and
that when F is pulled back from C, the degree computed above agrees with its degree as a sheaf
on C. (Without the correcting factor of n, the denominator would be a factor of n2, and degrees of
pullbacks would be divided by n.)

Notation 3.2.2.2. We let TwC /k(r, d) denote the stack of twisted sheaves of rank r and degree
d on C . The superscripts s and ss are added to denote the stable or semistable locus as above.
The coarse moduli space of Tws is written as Tws, as above. When the determinant is identified
with L , we write TwC /k(r,L ) (with appropriate adornments for stable or semistable points).

We let ShC/k(r, d) denote the stack of (untwisted) sheaves on C with rank r and degree d and
ShC/k(r, L) denote the stack of sheaves with fixed determinant L. The (semi)stable locus is denoted
with a superscript just as for twisted sheaves.

Proposition 3.2.2.3. There is a non-canonical isomorphism TwC /k(r, d) ∼→ ShC/k(r, d−rδ) which
preserves the (semi)stable loci.

Sketch of proof. The key to the proof is the observation that any C -twisted invertible sheaf has
degree congruent to δ modulo Z. By Tsen’s theorem, there is an invertible C -twisted sheaf, say T ,
of degree δ. Just as in the proof of Lemma 3.1.1.11, the functor F �→ π∗(F ⊗T ∨) is an equivalence
between the category of quasi-coherent C -twisted sheaves and the category of quasi-coherent sheaves
on C. Moreover, given a locally free C -twisted sheaf V , it is easy to see that V is semistable (as
a twisted sheaf) if and only if π∗(V ⊗T ∨) is semistable (as a locally free sheaf on C). Finally, if
deg V = d, it follows from the usual formulas that deg π∗(V ⊗T ∨) = deg(V ⊗T ∨) = d − rδ, as
required.

In particular, Twss
C /k(r, d) is a GIT stack (hence, corepresented by a projective variety).

The standard results concerning the moduli spaces of semistable sheaves on smooth curves carry
over to the twisted setting. A relatively exhaustive list of references for these classical results may be
found in [MFK94, Appendix 5C]. The final statement in the following uses the main result of [KS99],
which was not available at the time [MFK94] was written.

Corollary 3.2.2.4. Assume that C has genus at least two. Fix an invertible r-fold C -twisted sheaf
L of degree d ∈ Q (so that, in particular, d− δr ∈ Z).

(i) The stack Twss
C /k(r,L ) is smooth and is corepresented by a unirational projective variety

Twss
C /k(r,L ) of dimension (r2−1)(g−1). The map on stable loci Tws

C /k(r,L )→ Tws
C /k(r,L )

is naturally a µr-gerbe.

(ii) The stack Twss
C /k(r, d) is integral and smooth over k. The stable locus is a Gm-gerbe over an

algebraic space of dimension r2(g − 1) + 1.

(iii) If d − rδ and r are relatively prime, then the open immersion Tws
C /k(r,L ) ↪→ Twss

C /k(r,L )
is an isomorphism. In this case, Twss

C /k(r,L ) is a smooth rational projective variety
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representing the sheafification of the stack Twss
C /k(r,L ). There is a tautological sheaf F on

C × Twss
C /k(r,L ), and Pic(Twss

C /k(r,L )) ∼= Z.

3.2.2.5 Now suppose that the base field k is not necessarily algebraically closed, and assume that
n is invertible in k. Write S = Speck and let C → S be a smooth projective geometrically connected
curve with a section p ∈ C(k). There is a way to describe the spaces Twss

C /k(r, d) using the theory
of Galois twists. The Leray spectral sequence for Gm and the choice of p yield an isomorphism
H2(C,Gm) = H2(S,Gm) ⊕ H1(S,PicC/k). Since C has a point, it follows that H1(S,PicC/k) =
H1(S,Pic0

C/k). Similarly, there is a decomposition

H2(C,µn) = H2(S,µn)⊕H1(S,PicC/k[n])⊕H0(S,R2f∗µn). (1)

The sheaf R2f∗µn is in fact isomorphic to Z/nZ, and a splitting of the natural map H2(C,µn) →
H0(S,R2f∗µn) = Z/nZ is given by sending 1 ∈ Z/nZ to the gerbe [O(p)]1/n.

In particular, the gerbe C gives rise to an element τ ∈ H1(S,PicC/k[n]) by projection. Note
that tensoring yields a map PicC/k[n] ↪→ Aut(Shss

C ⊗ k/k
(n,O(p))) (which is often an isomorphism

[KP95]). By descent theory we see that varieties V over k which are geometrically isomorphic to
Shss

C/k(n,O(p)) are classified (up to isomorphism) by H1(S,Aut(Shss
C/k(n,O(p)))). In particular,

to any class τ ∈ H1(S,PicC/k[n]) is associated a twist of Shss
C/k(n,O(p)).

Proposition 3.2.2.6. With notation as above, let 0 � a < n correspond to the class of C ⊗ k in
Z/nZ = H0(S,R2f∗µn), and fix an invertible sheaf M ∈ Pic(C). Then Twss

C /k(n,M ) is the Galois

twist of Shss
C/k(n,M (−ap)) associated to the image of [C ] in H1(Speck,PicC/k[n]) with respect to

the decomposition of (1).

Sketch of proof. We first note that since n is invertible in k (by assumption), we see that the Brauer
class of C will split over the separable closure of k, so that there is a C ⊗ ksep-twisted invertible
sheaf T as in Proposition 3.2.2.3 such that T n ∼= π∗O(ap) (so T has degree a/n). The proof now
follows from the description of the isomorphism in Proposition 3.2.2.3 combined with an explicit
cocycle computation.

In contrast to the classical case and Corollary 3.2.2.4(iii), the existence of a tautological fam-
ily over Tws

C /k(n,M ) (when deg M − r is prime to n) is by no means assured. Since Tws is a
smooth projective rational variety with Picard group Z, it follows that the Brauer obstruction to
the existence of a tautological sheaf is in fact the pullback of a Brauer class from the base field.
As a consequence, we see, for example, that the existence of a tautological sheaf follows from the
existence of a single stable twisted sheaf with the given invariants over the base field. (This in fact
yields a slightly different proof that the classical Brauer obstruction vanishes in the untwisted case.)
One way to interpret this is as follows: geometrically, one expects Tws to be quite similar to the
space of vector bundles. The arithmetic of the twisting class is responsible for the more complex
structure of the projection Tws → Tws. We return to this issue later when we study period-index
problems for fibrations of curves.

3.2.3 Moduli of twisted sheaves on surfaces. Throughout this section, X → X is a µn-gerbe
on a smooth projective surface over a field k and n is assumed prime to char(k). The two moduli
spaces which are relevant are those coming from essentially trivial gerbes and from optimal gerbes.
These should be thought of as complementary cases: given an Azumaya algebra A on X with
essentially trivial associated gerbe, one has that the generic fiber A (η) is simply Mn(k(X)). If A
has optimal associated gerbe, one has instead that A (η) is a division algebra over the function
field k(X). Twisted sheaves of rank n on an optimal µn-gerbe can be thought of as objects in the
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‘right non-commutative Picard space’ of an integral non-commutative surface finite over its center.
On the other hand, moduli of essentially trivial twisted sheaves are best understood in terms of a
‘twisted stability condition’ on the moduli of ordinary sheaves. This is described in detail in [Lie07b].

The stack of twisted sheaves with fixed rank n, determinant L, and geometric Hilbert polynomial
P is denoted by Tw(n,L, P ). Adornments, such as ss, etc., are added as necessary. If instead we
fix the pair (L, c2) of the determinant and degree of the second Chern class, we write Tw(n,L, c2).
(These two ways of fixing the invariants are equivalent.) The superscript µ is used to denote the
slope-stable locus, which is open in the Gieseker-stable locus.

Proposition 3.2.3.1. Suppose that X is geometrically essentially trivial. There is a non-canonical
isomorphism

Twµ
X /k(n,L, P )⊗ k

∼→ Shµ
X/k(n,L′, Q)⊗ k,

with Q an appropriate polynomial, where X = [L⊗(L′)∨]1/n.

The proof is similar to the proof of Proposition 3.2.2.3.

Remark 3.2.3.2. In the above isomorphism, it is easy to see that the second Chern classes on the left-
and right-hand sides differ by an amount which is bounded in terms of L, X , and the intersection
theory of X. Indeed, if X ⊗ k = [M ]1/n, then the isomorphism arises by sending V to V ⊗M ∨,
where M is an X -twisted invertible sheaf such that M⊗n ∼= M . A standard computation shows
that

c2(V ⊗M ∨) = c2(V ) + (n− 1)c1(M ∨)c1(V ) + n

(
n

2

)
c1(M ∨).

Thus, if detV is fixed, then c2(V ) and c2(V ⊗M ∨) will differ by a fixed constant.

In the case of an optimal gerbe, we have the following theorem. The interested reader will find
a proof along with proof of several other asymptotic properties (as c2 grows) in [Lie07b].

Theorem 3.2.3.3. Suppose that k is algebraically closed and X is optimal. Given an invertible sheaf
L ∈ Pic(X), there is a constant A such that for all c2 � A, the stack Twss

X /k(n,L, c2) is integral,

normal, and local complete intersection whenever it is non-empty. Moreover, if Twss
X /k(n,L, c2) is

non-empty, then Twss
X /k(n,L, c2 + 2r�) is non-empty for all � � 0.

Using the basic results from Appendix A on elementary transforms, we have the following non-
emptiness result.

Proposition 3.2.3.4. Suppose that X is geometrically optimal. If there is a locally free X -
twisted sheaf of rank n, then for any integer B and any invertible sheaf L ∈ Pic(X), the stack
Tws

X /k(n,L, c2) is non-empty for some c2 > B.

Proof. We may clearly assume that k is algebraically closed. Since X is optimal, any torsion free
X -twisted sheaf of rank n is automatically stable by Lemma 3.2.1.8. Moreover, if F is a torsion
free X -twisted sheaf of rank n and x ∈ X is a closed point, then the kernel F ′ of any surjection
F → Mx onto a X ×X x-twisted sheaf of rank one (a ‘twisted skyscraper sheaf’) has the same
determinant as F and satisfies c2(F ′) = c2(F ) + 2n. Thus, it suffices to show that there is a
locally free X -twisted sheaf of rank n and determinant L. Suppose that V is any locally free
X -twisted sheaf of rank n, and let M = detV . If OX(1) is a very ample invertible sheaf, then
there is some n such that L∨⊗ det(V (n)) is very ample. Let D ⊂ X be a smooth divisor in the
linear system |L∨⊗ det(V (n))|. By Tsen’s theorem, there is an invertible quotient of V (n)|X ×XD.
Applying Corollary A.7 yields the result.
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We note that recent results of Langer [Lan06] on moduli of sheaves on arbitrary characteristic
should give a method for proving Theorem 3.2.3.3 in the absence of the optimality hypothesis. In
characteristic zero, it is likely that existing methods of O’Grady [Gra96] will carry over without
much change to the twisted context, but we have not worked this out in detail.

Remark 3.2.3.5. For the geometrically minded, Theorem 3.2.3.3 plays an essential role in proving an
algebraic analogue of results of Taubes on the stable topology of the space of self-dual connections
on a fixed smooth PGLn-bundle over the 4-manifold underlying an algebraic surface. We refer such
readers to [Lie07a].

The same methods used in the classical case also yield information about the variation of the
stack of stable twisted sheaves in a family. (The reader is referred to [Lie07b, Proposition 3.2.4.25]
for a proof of the following.)

Proposition 3.2.3.6. Let X → X → S be a µn-gerbe on a smooth proper morphism over a
locally Noetherian scheme with geometrically connected fibers of dimension two, and assume that
n is invertible on S. Suppose that for each geometric point s→ S, the fiber Xx → Xs is optimal or
essentially trivial. Then the stack Tws

X/S(n,L, c2)→ S is a separated flat local complete intersection
morphism for sufficiently large c2.

We point out that the hypothesis on the geometric fibers of X is satisfied whenever n is prime.
This usually suffices for the study of period-index problems, as one can often reduce (by induction)
to the case of classes of prime period.

4. Period-index results

4.1 Preliminaries
4.1.1 A cheap trick. We mention here a simple trick which can be used to make certain base

extensions. For the sake of concreteness, we only record the result for field extensions.

Proposition 4.1.1.1. Let K be a field and α ∈ Br(K) a class annihilated by n. If L/K is a finite field
extension of degree d and n is relatively prime to d, then per(α) = per(α|L) and ind(α) = ind(α|L).

Proof. Write X = SpecK and Y = SpecL. The equality of the periods follows immediately from
the fact that the map H2(X,µn) → H2(Y,µn) → H2(X,µn) induced by pullback and trace is
multiplication by d. Suppose that m is a positive integer with all prime factors dividing n. If there
is a locally free αY -twisted sheaf on Y of rank m, then pushing it forward to X yields a locally free
α-twisted sheaf of rank md. Taking endomorphisms yields a central simple K-algebra A of degree
md with [A] = α. If D is the (unique up to isomorphism) central division K-algebra with class α,
we may write A = Mr(D) for some r. Since per(α)|n, we see that (ind(α), d) = 1, so the degree of D
is prime to d. Since md = r deg D, we see that d|r. Thus, m = �deg D for some �, and we conclude
that M�(D) is a central simple algebra of degree m with class α, and thus that ind(α|L) � ind(α).
Since the reverse inequality is obvious, the result follows.

Corollary 4.1.1.2. If X is a k-scheme and α ∈ H2(X,Gm) has period n, then ind(α) = n if and
only if there is a field extension k′ ⊃ k of degree prime to n such that ind(αk′)|n.

4.1.2 A reduction of geometric period-index problems to characteristic zero. Let k be an alge-
braically closed field, K/k a finitely generated field extension of finite transcendence degree and
α ∈ Br(K) a Brauer class. Let W be the Witt ring of k; in particular, W is an absolutely unramified
Henselian discrete valuation ring with residue field k.
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Definition 4.1.2.1. Given a scheme X and a point x ∈ X, an étale neighborhood of x is an étale
morphism U → X along with a lifting x→ U over x→ X.

Proposition 4.1.2.2. With the above notation, there exists an extension of discrete valuation rings
W ⊂ R such that:

(i) R is essentially of finite type and formally smooth over W ;

(ii) there is an isomorphism ρ between the residue field R and K;

(iii) for any finite extension W ⊂ W ′, the base change R⊗W ′ is a discrete valuation ring with
residue field isomorphic to K;

(iv) there is a class α̃ ∈ Br(R) with the same period as α and such that α̃|R corresponds to α via ρ.

Proof. The idea of the proof is to first fiber a proper model of K by curves over an affine space,
use the deformation theory of curves to lift the function field over W , and then use the deformation
theory of Azumaya algebras to lift the Brauer class over an étale localization of the global model.

First, we can choose a normal projective variety X/k such that k(X) ∼= K (e.g., normalize the
projective closure of an affine model!). By Bertini’s theorem, a generic hyperplane section of X
will remain smooth in codimension one, so choosing a general pencil of very ample divisors on X,
we can blow up X to yield a birational model X̃ → P1 with geometrically integral generic fiber
of dimension n − 1 which is smooth in codimension 1. By induction, it follows that we can find a
smooth curve C over the function field k(Pn−1) (with sections, if we like) such that the function
field K(C) is isomorphic to the original field K.

Now consider the local ring A of Pn−1
W at the generic point η of the special fiber Pn−1

k . Over
the residue field of A we have a proper smooth curve C. Standard deformation theory (as may be
found in [SGA1], for example) yields a proper smooth scheme C over the formal completion Â with
geometrically connected fibers of dimension one. By Artin approximation (or Popescu’s theorem),
there results such a scheme over the Henselization of A. The usual finite presentation arguments
yield an étale neighborhood U → Pn−1

W of η and a proper smooth relative curve C → U such that
the fiber over η is the original curve C. By shrinking U , we may assume that the fibers of U over
SpecW are geometrically connected, hence that the fibers of C over W are geometrically connected.
The same follows for any étale neighborhood of the generic point γ of the special fiber of C over
W . Now OC ,γ is a discrete valuation ring containing W which satisfies all but possibly the last
condition we require, and this remains true of any étale neighborhood of γ. Thus, the Henselization
of OC ,γ is the colimit of subrings quasi-finite over OC ,γ satisfying conditions (i)–(iii). However,
Br(Oh

C ,γ) = Br(K), so there is a lift of α to a class defined on Oh
C ,γ , and this class descends to a

class with the same period over some quasi-finite essentially finite type normal local extension R of
OC ,γ with residue field K. This finishes the proof.

Given a domain B, we temporarily write F (B) for its field of fractions.

Corollary 4.1.2.3. With the notation of Proposition 4.1.2.2, ind α = ind α̃|
R⊗W F (W )

.

Proof. It is easy to see that there is a finite extension W ⊂ W ′ such that ind α̃|R⊗W F (W ′) =
ind α̃|R⊗W F (W ). However, R⊗W ′ is a discrete valuation ring, so we can extend any division algebra
over the fraction field F (R⊗W ′) = F (R)⊗F (W ) F (W ′) to an Azumaya algebra over R⊗W ′ with
Brauer class α̃|W ′ . Taking the residual algebra yields the result over the residue field of R⊗W ′,
which is K.

4.2 Period and index on a fibration of curves
4.2.1 Relation between period-index and the existence of rational points in moduli.
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Lemma 4.2.1.1. Let X be a smooth geometrically connected projective variety over a field k of
dimension d > 0. Suppose X contains a 0-cycle of degree one (e.g. k is finite). Given any prime
number n, there is a finite separable extension k′ ⊃ k of degree prime to n and a birational
equivalence of X ⊗ k′ with a fibration X̃ → Pd−1

k′ with smooth generic fiber of dimension one and a
rational point over k′(Pd−1).

Proof. We may replace k by the maximal separable prime to n extension and suppose that k is
infinite and X has a rational point p ∈ X(k). Suppose first that X is Pd. Taking the linear system
of hyperplanes through p, one sees that the blowup Blp Pd fibers over Pd−1 with a section and with
generic fiber P1

k(Pd−1)
. Embedding X in a projective space and choosing a generic linear projection

yields a finite morphism ν : X → Pd which is étale at every point of ν−1(ν(p)). Now we can simply
pull back the picture from Pd. The space X̃ will then be the blowup of the fiber, which is just
a finite set of reduced points. Geometrically, this is the same as taking a general linear system of
projective dimension d− 1 containing p in the base locus in any sufficiently ample complete linear
system on X.

Lemma 4.2.1.2. Let X ← X̃ → Pd−1 be as in Lemma 4.2.1.1. Given a class α ∈ Br(X), one has

ind(α) = ind(α
X̃

) = ind(α
X̃η

),

where X̃η is the generic fiber curve.

Proof. This follows from the fact that X̃ → X is birational and the index is determined at the
generic point.

By construction, X̃η has a rational point p.

Let π : X̃η → η = SpecK be a proper smooth connected curve over a field with a rational point
p ∈ X̃η(K). Fix a class α ∈ H2(X̃η ,µn) and let 0 � r < n be the class of α|K . Let C → X̃η be a
µn-gerbe representing α.

Proposition 4.2.1.3. With the above notation, suppose that the restriction of α to p vanishes in
Br(κ(p)). The following are equivalent:

(i) per(α) = ind(α);
(ii) there is a locally free C -twisted sheaf of rank n and determinant of degree r + 1.

If n is prime and the n-cohomological dimension of K is at most one, then (i) and (ii) are equivalent
to the existence of a K-rational point on the coarse moduli space Tws

C /K(n,O((r + 1)p)), which is
a smooth projective geometrically rational variety with Picard number one.

Proof. The equivalence of (i) and (ii) in the absence of the degree requirement is just Proposi-
tion 3.1.2.1(iii). Thus, the content of the proposition lies in adjusting the determinant. Suppose that
there is a locally free twisted sheaf F of rank n on C , and let M = det F . The assumption
that α|p = 0 ∈ H2(Specκ(p),Gm) implies that there is a quotient of F |p with any rank at most n.
Given such a quotient Q of length �, it is easy to see that the determinant of the kernel G of F � Q
is detF (−�p). (This is just an elementary transform; see Appendix A, for details.) By repeatedly
applying this operation with various choices of Q (and possibly dualizing to get the right sign), we
can ensure that the determinant has degree r + 1. (In fact, we can achieve any chosen degree in
this way. The choice of r + 1 is made clear below.) When cdn K � 1, we can use this argument at
any effective Cartier divisor on X̃η (as the n-torsion in the Brauer group of such a divisor vanishes)
and therefore ensure that the determinant is precisely O((r + 1)p). The stability condition when n
is prime can be ensured in one of two ways: (1) if the image α̃ of α in Br(X̃η) is zero, then it is a
classical fact that stable vector bundles of any given rank and determinant exist; (2) if α̃ �= 0, then
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α is optimal, so any locally free twisted sheaf of rank n is stable and thus geometrically stable by
numerical considerations. (In general, only semistability is a geometric property, but in this case
the two notions coincide.) Finally, the cohomological dimension hypothesis ensures that any point
of the coarse space Tws

C /K will lift into the stack Tws
C /K , as the obstruction to doing so lies in

Br(K)[n].
The fact that Tws

C /K(n,O((r +1)p) is smooth, projective, and rational with Picard number one
follows from Proposition 3.2.2.3, the results cited above in § 3.2.2, and the main results of [KS99].

4.2.2 An application: period and index on a geometric surface. We give a proof of de Jong’s
theorem on the period-index problem for surfaces over algebraically closed fields.

Proposition 4.2.2.1. Let K be a field of transcendence degree one over an algebraically closed field
and C → SpecK a smooth proper curve over K with a rational point. Given a µn-gerbe C → C,
let 0 � r < n represent the class of C ⊗K in H2(C ⊗K,µn) = Z/nZ. For any L ∈ Pic(C) such
that deg L − r is relatively prime to n, there exists a stable locally free C -twisted sheaf of rank n
and determinant L .

Proof. Since any Brauer class is defined over a finitely generated field over the prime field, we
immediately reduce to the case where K is finitely generated over its constant field. By Corol-
lary 3.2.2.4, Tws

L /K(n,L )⊗K is a non-empty smooth unirational projective variety. (We cite the
unirationality rather than rationality as it is far easier to prove.) Applying the powerful theorem of
Graber–Harris–Starr–de Jong (proven in [GHS03] in characteristic zero and generalized in [DS03]
to positive characteristic), we conclude that Tws(n,L ) has a rational point. On the other hand,
Tws(n,L )→ Tws(n,L ) is a µn-gerbe. Since K is C1, any µn-gerbe over K has a point, yielding
a lift of the point in moduli to an object, as desired.

Lemma 4.2.2.2. If X is a smooth surface over an algebraically closed field k and α ∈ Br(k(X)) has
order prime to char(k), then there is a birational morphism X̃ → X such that:

(i) the pullback of α to X̃ has strict normal crossing ramification locus, and

(ii) there is a fibration X̃ → P1 with a section such that the restriction of α to the generic fiber is
unramified.

Proof. It is an elementary fact that the ramification locus of α is pure of codimension one (see
[AD03], [AM72], or [Sal97, Sal98]). Furthermore, if we blow up X, the only new ramification divisors
which can appear must be the exceptional divisors. The first statement follows by the embedded
resolution of curves in surfaces. To prove the second statement, we note that the ramification of α
at a divisor D is given by a cyclic extension of the function field κ(D) (see [AM72, Sal97, Sal98]).
(In fact, a generically separable extension is sufficient for the present argument, and this follows
easily from basic calculations in étale cohomology [Gro68a] applied to the usual presentation for
the sheaf of Cartier divisors.) Let E be the (normal crossing) ramification divisor of α. Choose a
divisor Z such that Z intersects E transversely at general points of irreducible components and
Z + E is very ample. Choose a section H of |Z + E| intersecting Z transversely and intersecting E
transversely at general points of irreducible components over which the cyclic extensions measuring
ramification are unramified. It follows by an explicit cohomological calculation (or by the slightly
more hands-on method of [Sal97, Sal98]) that the blowup of X at H ∩ (Z + E) has no ramification
on the exceptional divisors, i.e. the ramification of α on X̃ is precisely contained in E. This X̃ is
the total space of the pencil spanned by H and Z + E, and we have just seen that α is unramified
on the generic fiber. The intersection points H ∩ (Z + E) give rise to sections of the pencil.

Theorem 4.2.2.3 (De Jong without restrictions). If K is a field of transcendence degree two over
an algebraically closed field k, then any α ∈ Br(K) satisfies per(α) = ind(α).
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Proof. As above, we may assume that K is finitely generated over k. By the results of § 4.1.2,
we may assume the base field has characteristic zero. (The reader can check that this proof in
fact works whenever the period is prime to the characteristic exponent of the base field.) Let
X be a smooth projective surface modeling the given function field and let α ∈ Br(k(X))[n].
Applying Lemma 4.2.2.2, we may replace X with a fibration X̃ → P1 such that α is unramified on
the generic fiber. Now we can apply Proposition 4.2.2.1. (The reader unfamiliar or uncomfortable
with the ramification of a Brauer class can simply consider unramified classes; these will suffice for
the applications we give over finite fields, at the expense of generality.)

Elementary transforms can be used to refine Theorem 4.2.2.3.

Corollary 4.2.2.4. Let X be a smooth projective surface over an algebraically closed field and n
an integer prime to char(X). The natural map H1(X,PGLn)→ H2(X,µn) is surjective.

Proof. Given a µn-gerbe X → X, Proposition 4.2.2.1 shows that there is a locally free (stable)
X -twisted sheaf V of rank n. Applying the methods used in the proof of Proposition 3.2.3.4 yields
a V with trivial determinant. Taking End(V ) yields an Azumaya algebra whose cohomology class
in H2(X,µn) is precisely [X ] (see Proposition 3.1.2.1(iv)).

Remark 4.2.2.5. One can also prove Corollary 4.2.2.4 for classes of order divisible by the charac-
teristic (using the fppf topology to compute the cohomology) by applying the methods of Proposi-
tion 3.2.3.4 to fppf µn-gerbes on the surface X.

4.2.3 A local-to-global problem. A consequence of twisted methods is that one can solve the
period-index problem in general if one can characterize the points on Galois twists of the moduli
space Shs

C/k(r,L ) of stable vector bundles with fixed determinant of degree prime to the rank on a
smooth curve C with a point. Much is known about these varieties: they are smooth and rational
with Picard group Z. Moreover, one knows that the canonical class of Shs

C/k(r,L ) is twice an
anti-ample generator (so that Shs is not a projective space) [Ram73].

It is tempting to ask the following question.

Question 4.2.3.1. Let k be a field and C/k a smooth projective curve with a rational point. Given an
invertible sheaf L ∈ Pic(C) and an integer n prime to deg L , does any Galois twist of Shs

C/k(n,L )
coming from H1(Speck,Pic0

C/k[n]) have a k-rational point?

For a general curve C/k, the automorphism group of Shs
C/k(n,L ) is precisely Pic0

C/k[n], so the
question is asking whether in such cases, any form of Shs

C/k(n,L ) has a rational point. This is
closely related to the period-index problem in the following way.

Proposition 4.2.3.2. An affirmative answer to Question 4.2.3.1 implies that for any function field
K of dimension d with algebraically closed constant field k and any Brauer class α ∈ Br(K), we
have ind(α)|per(α)2.

Sketch of a proof. Let n = per(α). Given K = k(X), we can birationally fiber X over Pd−1 such
that:

(i) the generic fiber C/k(x1, . . . , xd−1) is smooth with a section; and
(ii) α is unramified on the generic fiber and trivial on the section.

(Such a fibration comes from an appropriate linear system of hyperplane sections, and the section
arises from a base point of the system.) For an appropriate choice of L , the coarse moduli space
Tws(n,L ) has a rational point by Proposition 3.2.2.6 and Question 4.2.3.1. We have the following
lemma.
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Lemma 4.2.3.3. Let C/k be a proper smooth connected curve with a rational point p and C → C
a µn-gerbe such that C ×C p is trivial. For any point q ∈ Tws

C /k, the index of the class in Br(κ(q))
represented by Tws

C /k ×Tws
C/k

q divides n.

Proof. Let F be the universal C -twisted sheaf on C ×k Tws
C /k. The universality of F implies that

for any point p → C , the pullback Fp is Tws
C /k-twisted. Thus, choosing p : Spec k → C splitting

the restriction C ×C p yields a locally free Tws
C /k-twisted sheaf of rank n, as desired.

Thus, the obstruction to lifting the point into Tws has index dividing n, so that, after making
a base field extension of degree n, there is a locally free twisted sheaf of rank n. Pushing this sheaf
forward yields the result.

On the other hand, Gabber’s appendix to [Col02] (answering a question of Colliot-Thélène in the
affirmative) shows that for a fixed prime � and any positive integer d, there is a smooth projective
d-fold X over C and an unramified Brauer class α ∈ Br(X) such that per(α) = � and ind(α) = �d−1.
Taking a generic fibration of X as in Proposition 4.2.3.2, we conclude the following.

Corollary 4.2.3.4. Given a prime � and a positive integer d, there is a smooth proper connected
curve C/C(t1, . . . , td−1) with a section and a µ�-gerbe C → C such that for every L ∈ Pic(C),
the coarse moduli space Tws

C /k(�, L) has the property that any closed point has degree divisible by

�d−3. Moreover, C → C may be chosen so that its associated Brauer class is unramified on a proper
smooth model of C over C.

Proof. We can fiber one of Gabber’s examples to yield C → C representing a Brauer class of
period � and index �d−1. (The ramification condition comes from the fact that the Brauer group is
a birational invariant and Gabber’s examples begin life as unramified classes.) If there is a closed
point whose degree has �-adic valuation smaller than d − 3, then there is a locally free C -twisted
sheaf whose rank has �-adic valuation smaller than d− 1. (One additional factor of � is potentially
needed to lift the point into the moduli stack as in Lemma 4.2.3.3, and the other factor of � comes
from the fact that the stack parametrizes C -twisted sheaves of rank �.) However, this contradicts
the fact that the index is �d−1 (using Corollary 4.1.1.2).

There is a somewhat amusing consequence of this fact for local-to-global problems over two-
dimensional function fields.

Proposition 4.2.3.5. For any positive integer N , there is a variety V over C(t1, t2) such that:

(i) dim V > N ;

(ii) V is smooth, projective, geometrically connected, and geometrically rational;

(iii) Pic(V ⊗C(t1, t2)) ∼= Z;

(iv) V (C(t1, t2)ν) �= ∅ for every non-trivial valuation ν on C(t1, t2), but

(v) V (C(t1, t2)) = ∅.
Sketch of proof. Choose C → C as in Corollary 4.2.3.4 with d = 3, so that C is the generic fiber of
a proper fibration C → P2

C
and C is the restriction of a µn-gerbe over C. Choose L so that it is the

restriction of an invertible sheaf on C and so that deg L− �δ is relatively prime to �, where δ is as in
§ 3.2.2. (After birationally modifying the base, we may assume that any given L ∈ Pic(C) extends,
without doing any harm to the argument given here.) Given a non-trivial valuation ν of C(t1, t2), the
valuation ring Oν will be centered at a point pν of P2

C
whose residue field has transcendence degree

at most one. The fiber Cpν is a curve over the function field of a curve or over an algebraically closed
field, so we may apply the methods of Proposition 4.2.1.3 to find a locally free Cpν -twisted sheaf
of rank � with determinant Lpν . (When the fiber is not smooth, we can use the unobstructedness
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of locally free sheaves on curves to see that it suffices to solve the problem for the reduced structure
on the fiber, then apply Proposition 4.2.1.3 as written to the normalization and produce a twisted
sheaf over the singular space by a gluing argument.) It is a simple matter of deformation theory
to see that this will deform over the complete local ring ÔP2,pν

. Pulling back to the completion of
C(t1, t2) with respect to ν yields a locally free C ⊗C(t1, t2)ν -twisted sheaf of rank � and determinant
L, which we may assume is stable (by a simple argument as in the proof of Proposition 4.2.1.3).
The reader can find further details of this kind of argument and applications of this method in more
complicated (e.g. ramified) situations in [Lie06].

On the other hand, a simple argument using the Leray spectral sequence shows that the map
Br(C(t1, t2)) → Br(Tws

C /C(t1,t2)(�, L)) is an isomorphism. It follows from the previous paragraph
that the universal obstruction Tws

C /C(t1,t2)
(�, L)→ Tws

C /C(t1,t2)(�, L) is split over every completion
of C(t1, t2). However, any element of Br(C(t1, t2)) which is locally split everywhere must be split,
and thus a C(t1, t2)-rational point of Tws

C /C(t1,t2)(�, L) would give rise to a C -twisted sheaf of rank
�, contradicting the fact that Brauer class of C has index �2.

Remark 4.2.3.6. The fact that the base field in Proposition 4.2.3.5 is C(t1, t2) is significant, because
its unramified Brauer group is trivial. It is quite a bit easier to make such examples over other
function fields of transcendence degree two: if P → S is a Brauer–Severi scheme representing a
non-trivial Brauer class over a proper smooth surface S, then it is easy to see that P satisfies all of
the conditions of Proposition 4.2.3.5.

Remark 4.2.3.7. Using [Col02, Théorème 10], one can make the counterexamples V of Corollary
4.2.3.4 be defined over k(t1, t2) with k any algebraically closed field.

4.3 Period and index via moduli on a surface
Another way to reduce the period-index problem to a rationality question is to use the known
structure of the moduli spaces of twisted sheaves on surfaces along with classical estimates on
the existence of points (e.g. the Lang–Weil estimates for geometrically integral varieties over finite
fields).

4.3.1 Period and index on a surface over a finite field.

Theorem 4.3.1.1. If X is a proper smooth geometrically connected surface over Fq and α ∈ Br(X)
has period prime to q, then per(α) = ind(α).

For classes of period divisible by the characteristic, the methods employed here cannot be applied
(even though the moduli theory can be developed). Thus, (sadly) we can give no real insight into
the unramified problem for these classes.

Remark 4.3.1.2. If K is the function field of a surface over a finite field of characteristic p, then
it is easy to see that for α ∈ Br(K)[p∞] we have ind(α)|per(α)2. Indeed, the absolute Frobenius
morphism F : SpecK → SpecK is finite free of degree p2 and acts as multiplication by p on Br(K).
Curiously enough, this result is stronger than what we are able to prove in § 4.3.2 for ramified classes
of period prime to the characteristic.

Remark 4.3.1.3. We thank Laurent Moret-Bailly for pointing out that the proof of Theorem 4.3.1.1
actually works for Brauer classes on a proper smooth geometrically connected surface over any per-
fect field k with the property that any geometrically integral finite type k-scheme contains a 0-cycle
of degree one. For example, the theorem applies to any PAC base field. (Using Proposition 4.3.1.6,
whose proof we have not included here, would allow one to remove the perfect hypothesis in the
preceding sentence.)
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Owing to the inadequacy of the existing proofs of asymptotic properties [Lie07b] (e.g. applying
only to geometrically optimal classes and geometrically essentially trivial classes), we are forced to
make a slightly convoluted argument. Let PIPn(k) denote the phrase ‘classes α of period dividing n
in the Brauer group of any geometrically connected proper smooth surface over k satisfy per(α) =
ind(α)’.

Proposition 4.3.1.4. If k is a perfect field and PIP�(L) for all finite extensions L/k and all primes
� in a set of primes S, then PIPn(L) for all finite extensions L and all n in the submonoid M of N
generated by S.

Proof. Let α ∈ Br(X) have period n ∈M . As above, we see that n′α has the period equal to index
(where n′ = n/� for some prime factor � of n). Thus, n′α has index �. Since any division algebra over
a field of index d has a separable splitting field of degree d, we conclude that there is a generically
étale finite map of normal surfaces f : Y → X of degree � such that f∗n′α = 0. By the resolution of
singularities in dimension two (valid in any characteristic), we arrive at a regular proper surface Ỹ
and a morphism Ỹ → X which is generically finite of degree �. Since k is perfect, we see that Ỹ is
smooth over k; in fact, setting L = H0(Y,OY ), we see that Ỹ is smooth, proper, and geometrically
connected over L. Applying PIPn′(L) to Y and pushing forward at the generic point completes the
proof.

Corollary 4.3.1.5. To prove Theorem 4.3.1.1 it suffices to prove it for classes of prime order (prime
to q). Thus, it suffices to prove it for classes which are either geometrically optimal or geometrically
essentially trivial.

Using results of Artin and de Jong on general sections of an Azumaya algebra, one can actually
prove a stronger form of Proposition 4.3.1.4. Since it is not essential for our applications, we only
record the statement.

Proposition 4.3.1.6. If k is any field and PIP�(k) for all primes � in a set of primes S, then PIPn(k)
for all n in the submonoid of N generated by S.

Proof of Theorem 4.3.1.1 for geometrically optimal classes. Let X → X be a geometrically opti-
mal µn-gerbe. Consider the stacks Tws

X /Fq
(n,O, b), which are defined over Fq since O is defined

over Fq. By Theorem 3.2.3.3 and Proposition 3.2.3.4 (applied over Fq, using Theorem 4.2.2.3 as
an input), there exists b such that Tws

X /Fq
(n,O, b) is (non-empty and) geometrically integral.

Thus, Tws
X /Fq

(n,O, b) is a geometrically irreducible (even projective) variety over Fq, and fur-
thermore since H2(SpecFq,µn) = 0, we see that a rational point of Tws

X /Fq
(n,O, b) lifts to an

object of Tws
X /Fq

(n,O, c2). Thus, by the cheap trick (§ 4.1.1), it suffices to find a rational point
of Tws

X /Fq
(n,O, b) over Fnon-n

q , the maximal extension of degree prime to n. However, the Lang–
Weil estimates [LW54] show that any non-empty geometrically integral variety over Fq has rational
points over Fnon-n

q .

Proof of Theorem 4.3.1.1 for geometrically essentially trivial classes. In this case X → X is a µn-
gerbe such that X ⊗Fq admits an invertible twisted sheaf (has trivial Brauer class). By Propo-
sition 3.2.3.1, the stack Twµ(n,O, c2) is geometrically isomorphic to Shµ(n,L , c′2) for some L
(possibly defined only over an extension field, but this is unimportant) and a c′2 which differs
from c2 by a fixed constant depending only on X by Remark 3.2.3.2. On the other hand, the
stack of semistable sheaves on X is asymptotically geometrically irreducible and non-empty (in
the sense of the statements of Theorem 3.2.3.3 and Proposition 3.2.3.4), with Shµ as a dense open
substack. The proof in arbitrary characteristic (generalizing O’Grady’s results in characteristic zero)
is contained in [Lan06]. Applying the Lang–Weil estimates to the substack of µ-stable points of Tws

completes the proof.
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4.3.2 A ramified result. Using results of Saltman [Sal97, Sal98], we can extend our results to
the ramified case. We recall the relevant results from Saltman’s work (and we thank him for bringing
this to our attention).

Proposition 4.3.2.1 (Saltman). Let S be a regular scheme of dimension two fibered over a field
or discrete valuation ring containing a primitive �th root of unity, with � a prime invertible on S.
Let α be a Brauer class at the generic point ηS of prime order �. There exist rational functions
f, g ∈ κ(S) such that α is unramified in κ(S)(f1/�, g1/�).

Saltman uses this to prove that ind |per2 for Brauer classes in the function field of a curve over a
p-adic field. Note that the requirement that an �th root of unity exist is minor: adjoining such
a root creates a field extension of degree prime to �, so using the methods of § 4.1.1 one concludes
that this has no effect on the period-index problem. Similarly, the requirement that α have prime
order is immaterial when it comes to period-index phenomena.

Corollary 4.3.2.2. Let X be a smooth projective geometrically connected surface over a finite
field k. Any α ∈ Br(κ(X)) satisfies ind(α)|per(α)3.

Proof. By Remark 4.3.1.2, it suffices to prove this when the period of α is a prime �, and then we
may assume that k contains all of the �th roots of unity by making a prime to � extension of the
base field (which will not change the period or index by Proposition 4.1.1.1). In this case, we can
apply Proposition 4.3.2.1 to find a finite extension of normal surfaces Y → X of degree �2 such that
α|Y is unramified. Letting L = H0(Y,OY ), we can blow up Y to arrive at a smooth geometrically
connected surface Ỹ over L equipped with a Brauer class α ∈ Br(Ỹ ) of order dividing �. Since Y is
proper, L is finite, and we may apply Theorem 4.3.1.1 to conclude that the index of αỸ divides �.
Pushing forward a twisted sheaf of rank dividing � along the morphism of generic points ηY → ηX

yields an α-twisted sheaf of rank dividing �3 on Speck(X) and taking the endomorphism ring yields
a division algebra of degree dividing �3 in the class α, thus completing the proof.

4.3.3 Period and index on a surface over a local field. Using Theorem 4.3.1.1 and Proposi-
tion 3.2.3.6, we can prove a partial result on the period-index problem for surfaces over local fields.
Throughout this section, K denotes a local field with integer ring R and (finite) residue field k.

Proposition 4.3.3.1. Let X be a proper smooth geometrically connected surface over K which
extends to a proper smooth relative surface X → SpecR. If α ∈ Br(X) has period prime to char(k),
then ind(α)|per(α)2. If α is unramified on X , then ind(α) = per(α).

Proof. First suppose that α extends to all of X . On the special fiber, we have that per = ind. It
is not too difficult to show that one can construct an unobstructed locally free twisted sheaf of
the desired rank using strict transforms (see, e.g., [HL97, Theorem 5.2.5 and Remark 5.2.6] for the
untwisted version, [Lie04] for the twisted version, or [Dej04, Proposition 3.2] for a treatment in
terms of Azumaya algebras). Deforming it over the total space of X yields the result.

If α is ramified along the special fiber, then extracting the per(α)th root of a uniformizer of
R will kill the ramification [AD03, Theorem 2.3.4] (which uses the main purity result of [Gab81]).
Thus, after making a finite free extension R′ ⊃ R of degree per(α), we are reduced to the unramified
case. This is easily seen to imply the desired result.

It would be nice to try to apply Saltman’s techniques to the case of local base fields k and arrive
at a result for ramified classes, but it is not entirely clear how the property of smooth reduction
behaves under the construction of Ỹ in the proof of Corollary 4.3.2.2.

Remark 4.3.3.2. It may be possible to extend these results in some form to the case of a surface
with semistable or strictly semistable reduction. To properly carry this out would require a study of
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semistable twisted sheaves and their deformations on semistable surfaces and their (possibly non-
flat) infinitesimal thickenings. It is not particularly clear at the present time what exponent in the
period-index relation one should expect in this case.

Appendix A. A few facts about coherent sheaves on stacks

There is not much to recall here, as coherent sheaves behave just as they do on schemes. However,
for the sake of completeness, we include stacky versions of several well-known constructions and
results. First, it is worth making a brief remark about where precisely quasi-coherent sheaves on a
stack X live. Of course, they are quasi-coherent sheaves in one of the ringed topoi associated to X :

XZar,Xfppf ,XÉT,Xlis-ét,Xét.

The first three are all meant to be big topoi while the fourth is developed in [LM00], but note
that there are errors in their treatment, which have been fixed by Olsson in [Ols07]. The fifth topos
is the small étale topos: generated by étale morphisms from schemes U → X . Unless X is a
Deligne–Mumford stack, this is an unreasonable (mostly empty) choice. We leave the proof of the
following lemma to the reader (with help from the references).

Lemma A.1. There are natural equivalences of abelian categories of quasi-coherent sheaves on XZar,
Xfppf , XÉT, and Xlis-ét. When X is Deligne–Mumford, this equivalence extends to Xét.

The derived category D(QCoh(X )) has the same formal properties when X is a stack as when
it is a scheme. In particular, if X is regular of everywhere bounded homological dimension, any
coherent sheaf defines a perfect complex in Dparf (QCoh(X )) ⊂ D(QCoh(X )). (Even when X is
equidimensional and quasi-compact, it is no longer true that the homological dimension is related
to the intrinsic dimension of X , which can be negative; it is, however, certainly bounded above by
the dimension of a smooth cover of X .)

Remark A.2. Just as in the case of a scheme, the natural functor QCoh(X )→Mod(X ) is not an
exact functor of abelian categories when working with the big topologies, and therefore in the big
étale and fppf topologies it is not reasonable to think about DQCoh(Xfppf) or DQCoh(XÉT). It does
make sense in the lisse-étale topology, but the entire setup requires great care in that context, as
the formation of the lisse-étale topos is not functorial. This is developed carefully and completely
in [Ols07]. For Deligne–Mumford stacks one can work in the small étale topos Xét and everything
works just as for algebraic spaces.

We recall the following theorem, essentially due to Knudsen and Mumford [KM76] (to which the
reader is referred for further details). Write Cparf(X ) for the abelian category of perfect complexes
of coherent sheaves and Cparf∼= (X ) for the subcategory in which the morphisms are precisely the
quasi-isomorphisms of perfect complexes. Write Pic∼=(X ) for the Picard groupoid (the category of
invertible sheaves along with isomorphisms between them on X -schemes).

Theorem A.3. There is a natural additive and exact functor

det : Cparf∼= (X )→ Pic∼=(X )

which for every locally free sheaf V on X , viewed as a complex with V in degree 0, takes the value∧rkV V .

The reader should refer to [KM76, p. 23ff] for the precise properties the functor is assumed to
have. For our purposes, it suffices to note that one can compute the determinant of a coherent sheaf
F on a regular stack by taking a locally free resolution V • → F (when one exists) and tensoring
the top wedge powers of the V i with alternating signs.
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Definition A.4. Given a coherent sheaf F on X whose image in D(QCoh(X )) is perfect, the
determinant of F is detF .

Proposition A.5. Let X be a regular Artin stack and C ⊂X an integral effective Cartier divisor.
A coherent sheaf F on C of generic rank r has determinant OX (rC ) (as a perfect complex on X ).

Proof. We would like to thank Moret-Bailly for pointing out a simplification of our original proof.
Let U = X \ C be the (open) complement of C . Since F |U = 0, there is an isomorphism
σ : OU

∼→ detF |U . To show that σ extends to an isomorphism OX (rC ) ∼→ detF , it suffices
to show this locally in the smooth topology of X , as the descent datum on σ will descend the result
back to X . Thus, it suffices to prove the result when X is a scheme. To prove it in this case, note
that an extension must exist for some r by standard properties of invertible sheaves. To determine
r, it thus suffices to prove the result when X is the spectrum of a discrete valuation ring and C is
the closed point, where the result is immediate.

Let X be a regular Artin stack and ι : C ↪→ X an integral effective Cartier divisor. Suppose
that we are given a coherent sheaf F on X and a coherent quotient of the restriction ρ : F |C � Q.

Definition A.6. With the above notation, the elementary transform of F along ρ is

ker(F → ι∗FC → ι∗Q).

Corollary A.7. Given a coherent sheaf F on X and a quotient ρ : FC � Q, the determinant
of the elementary transform of F along ρ is det(F )⊗O(−(rkC Q)C ).

The corollary applies, for example, if X is quasi-compact and regular.
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